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LawHub™ Legal Education Solutions 

Video Transcript 

[Upbeat music.] 

Type on screen: “[As a first-generation student] I enjoyed feeling like I was learning … and actively preparing to go to law 
school.” – Law Hub Program Participant 

[A quote from a LawHub program participant is displayed on a light blue background.] 

Type on screen: Each student’s journey through law school is unique.  

[Animated illustrations representing three different students appear.] 

Type on screen: But one need unites them: the need to learn to think like a lawyer.  

[The three students are now holding textbooks, briefcases, and papers.] 

Type on screen: At LSAC, it’s our mission to help with this crucial step 

[Student holding textbooks walks across screen. LSAC logo slides into view.] 

Type on screen: by developing specific academic skills to help students thrive. 

[Student holding textbooks continues to walk across the screen and joins a group of students helping one another up a 
staircase. The student at the stop of the stairs walks across the screen. The students join two other students outside of a 
building that represents a law school. They greet one another by waving.] 

Type on screen: Our legal education solutions are designed to support students 

[An illustration of a hand holding a smartphone displaying the LawHub logo.] 

Type on screen: academically 

[A female student raises her hand in class.] 

Type on screen: socially 

[A group of students converse at a table. One has a laptop; another has a stack of books. They are holding coffee cups 
and snacks.] 

Type on screen: and culturally 

[A student and professor sitting across from each other at a table, conversing in a classroom setting.] 

Type on screen: from 0L through graduation 

[A student in a cap and gown waves a diploma.] 
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Type on screen: so they can pursue their careers confidently, with a true sense of belonging. 

[As the student waves the diploma, it becomes a briefcase and her cap and gown become a business suit. She walks off-
screen.] 

Type on screen: Taught by expert faculty from around the country, 

[An illustration of the map of the United States appears. Circles showing various human figures to represent faculty 
members appear at different spots on the map.] 

Type on screen: our programs feature highly interactive modules that foster engagement, 

[A hand holds a tablet that displays content from a LawHub learning module. The screen text shows, “What is IRAC? 
IRAC is a core unit of logic for performing legal analysis.” The screen displays four boxes with the letters I, R, A, and C 
and instructs the student to select each letter to display what IRAC stands for. The student’s hand selects A.] 

Type on screen: frequent formative assessments that nurture development, 

[An illustration of a student working on a laptop. He is surrounded by graphics showing check marks and grades to 
indicate performance assessments.] 

Type on screen: comprehensive modules that build necessary skills 

[A hand holds a smartphone, which displays a menu of LawHub modules. The titles of the modules shown on the phone 
screen include Reading & Briefing Cases, Taking Notes Like a Pro, Socratic Dialogue, Legal Analysis, and Exam 
Strategy.] 

Type on screen: and provide academic support — 

[A female student sits on a seat inside a bus. She is wearing headphones and looking at and using a smartphone.] 

Type on screen: anytime, anywhere. 

[The illustration zooms out to show the outside of the bus as it drives away. It has a LawHub poster on the side of the bus, 
and the female student is visible on the bus.] 

Type on screen: Plus, they’ll receive high-quality content 

[Illustration of hands holding a tablet, a smartphone, and a laptop, each displaying the LawHub logo.] 

Type on screen: from a trusted leader in legal education — LSAC 

[LSAC logo is shown.] 

Type on screen: which will enhance your school’s academic success programming. 

[Illustration of several hands holding diplomas.] 

Type on screen: It’s affordable. 

[Illustration of a student walking across a law school campus, wearing a backpack.] 

Type on screen: It’s invaluable. 

[The student continues to walk past several buildings and trees.] 

Type on screen: And it inspires a successful journey for students and your school. 
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[The student walks past a tree, and her clothes change to professional clothes. Her backpack becomes a briefcase. The 
background changes from college buildings to a city skyline.] 

Type on screen: “I think this prepared me for law school in a way that I never would have been prepared on my own.” – 
LawHub Program Participant 

[A quote from a LawHub program participant is displayed on a light blue background.] 

Type on screen: Learn more at LSAC.org. 

[LSAC logo is shown.] 
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